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In the remainder of this paper we present conditions under which such a test using the multivariate extension of the Wald-Wolfowitz-Noether limit theorem, will be asymptotically valid, and we show that several of the tests proposed in Iz~~) I~O in probability,
n. observations other than X ij .
We shall also make the following whenever X O ,X 1 "",X m are independent and their distributions are all taken from Gl,GZ,.",G k , Let {m r } be any ordered set of k nonnegative integers (ml,m2""'~) such that Em = m, and define independent, the expected value of e(x .. ) is as defined previously, and the variance of e(X ij ) is var[ e(x .. ) J =~. -e. 2 .
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law of large by Theorem 4. Thus the first part of the present theorem is proven; and the second part probability, and certainly
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in probability also. But and the second of these two sums converges to zero in probability by Theorem 3. is asymptotically distributed as X 2 (k-l). And this is equivalent to saying that F is asymptotically F(k-l, N-k).
We note that making Assumption C is equivalent to saying that the random variable e(x) should not equal a constant with probability one when X is a random observation from G. • --e --in probability. Hence, using Theorem 5, in probability, and thus, for sufficiently large N, F is certain to exceed the critical value F* corresponding to any a .
We remark that if for each N the alternative~is true, where under~ Proof. Define scores in probability as N~00. And in probability, where~_e2 > 0 by Assumption C. Now, using Assumption B2 we and thus we see immediately that the modified scores satisfy Assumption A.
variables, the present theorem follows from Theorem 2.
EXAMPLES
Finally, since under the hypothesis these scores are interchangeable random 
